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Old Geelong Football Club: marking 50 Years 1954-2004 
General WebNotes 2004: No 11  (April 29)  www.oldgeelong.com.au 

 
There are times when about 50 hours a week 
spent on the football club actually seem worth it: 
last Saturday was one of these as the Club 
marked its 50th anniversary in fine style. With 
three wins, and what undoubtedly was a highly 
successful practice match between Geelong 
Grammar and Geelong College. The pouring rain 
of the previous day was not repeated, and the 
turn-up of former players was good, though not 
totally dramatic.  
 

LAST WEEK 
(We would really appreciate it if our various coaches, or someone permanently delegated by them, could 
supply us with two or three hundred words each week, summarising the game from their perspective.) 
 
Reserves:  19-17 d. Williamstown  1-2 
The Reserves indicated from the very start that they were in for a good day, and with winners all round the 
ground, put in a great first half of football that resembled some of those from last year. A score line of 7-1 to 
0-1 in the first quarter, and 6-5 to nothing in the second, was pretty impressive. With players like Diesel 
Kimpton burning (get it?), and Chris Wilson,  who is improving by the week, going great guns, we were in 
total control. The second half was somewhat less impressive as we took the foot off the pedal, but was still 
nothing to complain about. 
Goals: Kimpton 4, Salter 4, Avery 3, Kilpatrick 2, Tim Legoe 2, Morley, Tom Paul, Henry Legoe, Fallaw 
Best: Kimpton, Wilson, Morley, Tom Waters, Salter 
 
GGS vs GC practice match 
This was a close affair most of the day with Grammar finishing a little in front, and College’s kicking (at one 
stage they had about 1-12 on the board) indicating that they probably have a number of footballers who 
could easily slot straight into to the OGS in a year or so.  
 
The fact that we have now had a group of about fifty school footballers out on the field at Como, to say 
nothing of coaches and support staff and a number of parents nearby, who now know where the Club is, and 
a bit of what it is about, is great. Whilst we realise that some/many of them will not finish up in Melbourne 
after leaving school, it was quite possibly the best recruiting and P.R. exercise in the history of the Club, and 
we hope that something like this can be repeated on a regular basis. In addition to these people, we also had 
present the schools’ Directors of Football, David Oman (GGS) and Daniel Clifford (GC), plus Carol 
Barnard who is the General Manager of Marketing and Communications at Geelong College, along with 
David Waterhouse who is the President of the Old Geelong Collegians Association. 
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Seniors:  18-10 d Williamstown 11-6 
A strange game: OGS put in a great first quarter to pile on seven goals to one, with winners all over the field. 
However, despite the fact that there is seldom any wind advantage at Como, Williamstown came back 
strongly in the second term, as OGS’ running seemed to disappear, and by half time our lead was back to just 
15 points.  In the third term we managed only two goals, as did the opposition, and we looked to be in some 
trouble, before we fired again in the last, with a terrific four goals for the term from Nick Betts , and 
occasional-forward Munro also chipping in. Second good game in a row from Fitzie , whilst Stinch also did 
much to keep their full forward (who is described in many circles as “better than Vicko”) to just four.  
Goals:  N Betts 5, Vickers-Willis 4, Munro 3, Ainsworth 2, Grills, Will Paul, Simon O'Brien, Malpas. 
Best: Fitzclarence, Ainsworth, N.Betts, Stinchcombe, Munro, Cannon. 
 
Club 18: Old Geelong 25-17 d Old Carey 6-3 
Ouch. A great win, but only after we managed to send everyone to the wrong ground! Whilst the Melways 
co-ordinates on the Fixture Card were correct, it was not at the Carey Sports Grounds, but at another oval not 
far away. And whilst the info was clearly available on the VAFA website, the Editor jumped to an erroneous 
conclusion.  In relation to the game itself, with exception of an even second quarter, OGS dominated the 
game, with Tavish Makin and Andrew Slattery both relishing the goal kicking opportunities. 
Goals: Makin 6, Slattery 6, Sandy Waters 3, Lyons 3, Leslie 2, Dhillon 2, Hyde, Lockie, Peck.  
Best: Makin, Slattery, Leslie, Dhillon, Sandy Waters, Lyons. 
 
This Week 
The Firsts and Reserves travel out to Ivanhoe to play Ivanhoe Assumption, whilst the Club 18 is or are at 
home at Como against Caulfield Grammarians.  The Ivanhoe Assumption ground is Ivanhoe Park, The 
Boulevard, Ivanhoe, Melways Map 31, H9.  (Do not mistake this with the ground of Old Ivanhoe which is 
not far away on Map 31 G 10.) 
 
Around the Club 
For a number of years we have tried to remind the VAFA that the name of the Club has been Old Geelong 
and not Old Geelong Grammarians since November, 1973.  We have finally made some headway, with the 
correct name appearing in the VAFA’s Official Handbook for 2004, but we note that yet again the name is 
unchanged on the “Clubs” section of the VAFA website.  Maybe next year!? 

 
President John Manton (modelling 
one of them) presented a 50-year polo 
shirt to the best player from each 
school last Saturday.  (The polos are 
also available in a reversed colour -
dark blue - as well.) 

 
Congrats to James Morley who this week plays his 50th game for the Club 
(and who was also admitted as a Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme 
Court during the week.  Which is great news when it comes to having an extra person on hand to witness 
registration applications.) 
 
Number of helpers who came down to clear and clean up the rooms last Sunday was, predictably, really, 
really poor - Tim Bayles, Will and Jim Paul, Mark Avery, Lachie Teague  (you can’t do much with a leg 
in plaster) and perhaps one or two others.  In other words, the same old people, and not enough of them. 
Bottom line is that the Club has to put together a cleaning roster, at least for the Sundays after home games, 
and preferably during the week, to spread the load and make the other 99% of people realise just how much 
work is required behind the scenes. 
 
This Saturday our Club President John Manton, and Dale Fraser will be attending the launch of the Carji 
Greeves Club at Geelong College. This newly formed support club is the GC equivalent of the Newman 
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Club at GGS.  The downside is that this will leave us with even fewer officials than usual: perhaps we might 
be able secure a few volunteers from non-players this evening. 
 
Social 
As mentioned last week, the first Pivot Club Lunch of the year takes place at Como on Saturday week, 8 
May. 11.30am for noon, and concluding at 2pm.  The Pivot Club is basically a supporters group consisting 
of past-players, parents, friends of the OGFC, which seeks to provide support for the football club in a 
number of ways.  Anyone not actually playing is welcome:  we can cater for up to 110, and it would be great 
to get a full house: you are requested to contact John Manton on kjmanton@optusnet.com.au or Melbourne 
9572 1782 for details and bookings. Cost is $35 a head (other parts free), with drinks at bar prices. Dress is 
casual. 
 
From Here and There 
One of the things this publication has sought to do over the past couple of years is to push the fact that 
parents are really welcome at our games and functions, especially when so many live well away from 
Melbourne and can only be there occasionally.  So it’s really nice to report this week that two lots (batches? 
bunches?) came up from Launceston for the day to see the game last Saturday, namely David and Tina 
Taylor, and Poppy and Crosby Lyne.  (Given the inclemency of the weather the day and night before, with 
Gale Force and even Storm Force winds on Bass Straight, we bet they were glad they didn’t come from 
Devonport on the ferry!) Rumours about a privately chartered Lear Jet were a gross exaggeration, but it was 
really great to see them at the game and in the rooms upstairs afterwards, where DT (senior) won a t-shirt for 
15th place in the raffle: must have almost paid for the day. 
 
Meanwhile, we understand that Chrissie  and Will 
Fairbairn (particularly Chrissie, who was furious) 
really cracked the irits, or worse, when last week’s 
Webnotes failed to hit the silver screen until the 
Friday afternoon last week. Late. Late. Late.  Sorry 
folks – will try to do better in future. However, the big 
problem is that (a) I do have real job in addition to 
this, and (b) it takes so much time to sift through the 
many hundreds of incoming reports and contributions 
from Club members each week before we can decide 
on the final content of the notes. (Pictured opposite:  
Will Fairbairn last Saturday, and Iain Ross (left).  
Ian Ross was the Club’s Best First-Year player in 1970, and its Captain/Coach in 1976. Will managed one or 
two of games for the Club in 1974, and even now is about to embark on a coaching career, somewhere near 
Mortlake: reckons it’s very embarrassing going into a sports shop to buy a new pair of football boots at the 
age of 48. 
 
Think it will be a while yet before night games can be a feature at Como Park. With the main game not 
starting until 3pm last Saturday, the training lights were turned on from half time (thank goodness they are 
not connected to the sprinkler system, a not-implausible double given the way things sometimes work - or 
don’t work - at Como) and were of some assistance as conditions darkened considerably into the final 
quarter. (Anther ten minutes at the finish, however, and things would have been really difficult.  I wouldn’t 
have liked to have been facing Shoaib Akhtar out there in the centre pitch area with five minutes to go. – Ed) 
 
Two of our Reserves players from last year, Tom Wooley and Paul Johnstone  have both been transferred to 
Sydney in their respective lines of work. Nice, however, to see Johnno watching at the Reserves game 
against Swinburn as a spectator, and Tom present at Como last week.  How about sending us your new 
address and contact details, fellas. 
 
Club Footy Tipping: Stock-standard week of tipping for Round 5 with most getting around 6 tips correct.  
Tommy De Steiger, however, managed to top the round with an exemplary 8 and at the other end of the 
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spectrum Claire Bingley consolidated her 47th spot, only getting 3 tips.  The leader-board hasn't altered 
much at the top with Aves, Beetle, Rosie Bell and Greg Allen leading the way on 30 for the season.  Tim 
Bayles is again the Idiot of the Week, for tipping a margin of 200 again (he claims he is going for 20th place 
already), as is his younger and sometimes more sensible brother, Edward, for getting his girlfriend to give 
him such an appalling haircut!  (Rather more an assassination attempt than a haircut, if you ask me.  - Ed.) 
 
Who am I?  Important that those of our players who can read should check the spelling of their name as 
written out by Team Managers on team sheets  each week.  For Round 1, Tom Cannon was spelt as Cannin , 
and he didn’t comment when signing the form, and last week it was put down as Canon, and again he didn’t 
say anything (we picked that one up before the form went in). The VAFA will query any discrepancies in 
spelling between the registered name and the name of the team-sheet. Same applies with nicknames as well: 
don’t let them be used. 
 
After a tense wait on Tuesday we were delighted that nothing came in from the VAFA about the Club 18 
team sheet – looks as if Moose has now got everything fully under control, which is great. 
 
Get your priorities right, please, kids.  Last Saturday two of former player John Armytage’s young sons 
were seen to go up and ask our Reserves Goal Umpire, Jono Malpas, for an autograph just after that game 
had finished. Interesting to note that they didn’t repeat the gesture some hours later when Jon was leaving the 
ground again. After playing for the Firsts. 
 
Great gesture, however, by Michael Davis of our 
sponsors, Jester’s Pies, to provide a voucher entitling 
those who had played in the practice match to a free 
Jester’s pie and a drink afterwards. And an excellent job 
by our catering crew over a much longer day than usual, 
although we understand they ran out of supplies in 
certain areas and had to make a desperate rush for more. 
 
Terrific that as a result of the groundswell connected 
with the coming 19 June function, and the work of Table 
Captains, a whole lot of people are coming back onto 
the Club’s database. And we were contacted last week 
by Tony “Ten Pies” Whiting, a past player of considerable stature from the 1970s, who is living up at 
Wirlinga, not far from Albury, and who hasn’t been on our lists for years.  Seems he had been surfing the 
web and had “stumbled across the OGFC website, by accident.”  Goodness only knows what he had been 
looking for, but it’s great to have him back on board. 
 
Quite a lot of past players down at the game on 
Saturday, including Richard Mackinnon of Bennison 
Mackinnon Real Estate Agents, our chief sponsors of 
many years.  We’ve finally located a picture of him back 
in his playing days in 1974 – fourth from the right and 
fourth from the left - and will leave it up to readers to 
decide if they think he has subsequently nudged up a 
gram or two over his preferred playing weight. 
 
We had a query in from Stan the Statistician asking 
when was the last time we completed Round 2 without 
dropping a game for the 3 teams? Answer is, probably 
never. 
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50-Years:  an occasional feature 
In the 1970s, at least a couple of summer barbeques 
were a regular feature for the Club every year – 
something which seemed to fall out of favour in recent 
years. Though, quite frankly, we can’t understand 
why. 
 
First Printed Newsletter posted out just before Easter 
commented that there were no photos of the first 
couple of years of the Club, but it looks as we can 
now provide one from 1955. (We did have a crumpled copy previously, but it had erroneously been credited 
as 1956.) We now understand 
this shot to have been taken 
late in the 1955 season. 
L to R, Back Row: Bill 
Morrison. Perc Palfreyman, 
George Eadie, Ian Wilson, 
Adrian Monger Jock Morris, 
Jim Perry (father of 2000 
President Simon Perry), Rick 
Morrison, Alan Shugg, Bruce 
Rowe (who kindly confirmed 
the date to us and provided us 
with a shiny, un-crumpled 
copy) 
Middle: Dick Law-Smith, 
Michael Pointer, Evan MacGregor, Jack Jolley, Bill Mollard, Bill Irvine, John Happell. 
Front Row: Ian Peak, John Bennett, Rick Smallwood, Herb Fenner, Rob Hesketh, Peter King, Bob Dean. 
 
Interesting to note that in its first few years the Club apparently had no less than six people who played for it 
who represented Australia in the 1956 Olympic Games. Regrettably by 2000 that number had fallen to 
nought, whilst this year we understand that Mark Avery is making a pale  attempt to redress the balance by 
going to Athens, as a spectator. 
 
WEEKLY PLAYER PROFILE   Name:  Tom Betts  
Also known as: Bettsy, Nick’s brother 
Age:  The big 21. 
Went to: The Geelong College                             
Occupation: House spouse, Internet spam/junk mail distributor, police 
informant over the Carlton gangland killings (keeping a beady eye on Carl 
Williams), occasional Public Relations student at RMIT. 
Lives in: a house in Carlton, and originally from:  a house in Geelong. 
Married/attache d/available/desperate: available… but moving into the next 
category. 
Career with OGS: Half a season 2002, full season 2003. 
Awards at OGS: Seniors Best and Fairest 2003, Firsts’ Co-Vice-Captain 
2004. 
Preferred playing position: Anywhere near Charlie “Grey- Boots” Fairbairn. 
Perceived football strengths: Marking, my ability to protect my sensitive 
areas during ruck contests, pre-match clichés. 
weaknesses: my inconsistent kicking: it’s the bane of my life and my everlasting shame. 
Best players seen at OGS: I see him every morning when I have a shave… no, honestly it would have to be 

Vicko. Will and Jimmy Paul are bloody good and practice match form 
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would suggest Goldy could be a revelation at full-back! Also can’t go past 
Dermott Brereton. 

Highlight of Career: Last season was full of highlights, however top of the pile was being on the ground 
when Vicko kicked his 100th, and just playing and winning games with my brother and best mates.  
Favourite Food:  Anything from the BBQ. 
Music:   Triple J, classic ‘70s porn themes (?). 
Place:   South coast of Turkey. 
Film:   Gladiator or Ace Ventura, depending on the mood. 
Fantasy:   Kicking the winning goal for Manchester United at Old Trafford against Arsenal. 
Restaurant/pub etc:   “Diggers” in G-land is usually a good night, Club Como and the green room. 
League Club followed:  The Cats… the premiership drought will be broken soon. 
Other major interests/hobbies/achievements: Backyard cricket, beers with mates, watching  
                                                                                   Jimmy Lego when pissed. (Him, you, or both? – Ed) 
If I were stranded on a desert island, the five things I would take with me are: 
1.   Grace McLure.  
2.   A video camera with tripod. 
3.   Fairbairn, for amusement and possibly to kill and eat. 
4.   Dinga’s magazine and movie collection 
5.   A football to address my kicking problem. 
If I could have any job in the world it would be:  surfer, soccer player. 
As a child I really wanted to be (when I grew up): A combination of Ablett and Warney. 
The thing I like most about myself is:  My ability to judge a book by its cover. 
What makes me cringe/angry is: The fact Dermie only turned up for one training session in                                                            
2002 and hasn’t been back since. 
Future plans – say for next three years: Try and distance myself from Dinga, Sandy, Baysley                                                                     
and Urquhart. (You could always try running a couple of laps at training: that should do it easily. –Ed) 
General Comments about how I see the club:  Heading in the right direction. 
    Its strong points:  Youth if we all stick around; experience if Salts sticks around, the coaches and Lemon. 
    Needs to improve/change: We need some more experienced, ‘bigger’ players… but I’m not                                                     
sure where you get them. (Perhaps we could dump Club sponsors, Jester’s – The Low Fat Pie and go back 
to something full of fat and calories. – Ed) 
 
============================================================================= 
And a few more shots from last weekend: 

 
Former players of note: Dougal Morrison, 75 
games, Club Best and Fairest 1983, 1984, 1985; 
Section Best and Fairest 1983; Member Firsts 
Premiership side 1990; Robert Bennett, 61 games 
in the 1980s; Sam Furphy, at least 111 games 
1990 to 1997 (the records look strange and we are 
investigating further), member 1990 Firsts 
Premiership side, Member 1997 Reserves 
Premiership side); Rob Vickers -Willis, played 
1983 and 1984, coach 1984; and his lovely wife 
Cathy or Kathy, (and I can never remember which 
is the correct spelling.) 
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Different hairstyles: former players (and 
current Old Geelong Collegians) Neil Kearny 
and Peter Winter condescended to be 
photographed with some potential recruits.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The end: if you want to contact us, or contribute anything to these notes, the address is peter@peregrineaadventures.com 


